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I object! I object! Yes, Your Honor, I certainly do! (listens)
Well, why not? How come the lawyers can object, but I can’t?
(SHE obstinately listens to the “Judge” who evidently
explains that SHE cannot object because SHE is a minor.)
Minor-shminor! I don’t give a bat’s behind that I’m a minor! Are
you telling me that I have to wait until I’m eighteen to tell the truth?
That’s – like – immoral! I’m supposed to let this (looks at her
“lawyer” beside her) weasel with hair plugs defend me when he
wasn’t even there? I’m supposed to trust a lawyer who wears a
polyester suit to court? I mean, be real! Are you trying to tell me
that it’s against the law for me to tell you what really happened all
by myself? I mean, HELLO! This is America. The land of – like –
the free. You know? (listens and then smiles broadly) You will?
Oh, thank you, Your Highness – I mean Your Honor! (to her
lawyer) Stay seated, Plug-boy, and watch democracy work!
Minor, my aspirin! (SHE says “ass-pirin” to avoid sounding
inappropriate.)

Do

Well, you see, Your Worship – um – Your Honor, there are
two facts that you need to know about me from the very start. The
first is that I consider myself to be a Fashion Artiste. Vera Wang,
Tommy Hilfiger – move over! Some day the name Breezy
Summer will be synonymous with good taste! How do you like that
name, judge? I know in your records there, it says Betty Summer,
but – what were my parents thinking? A drab name like Betty
could scar a girl for life, don’t ya think? So, I go by – Breezy.
Sounds so light and airy, doesn’t it? Well anyway, getting back to
the point – my most important quality is my sense of fashion which
you, of course, can tell just by looking at me. And the second
aspect of my personality – probably the very reason I was, like,
put on this very earth – is my belief in Animal Rights.
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It dawned on me a few weeks ago, Your Judgeship, that
there is one right that we of the human persuasion have forgotten
entirely. Everybody is always complaining about how cruel it is to
use animals for medical experiments. And you always hear about
saving endangered species. And every day on the news someone
else has been arrested for picketing a movie star’s house because
she was seen wearing fur. And don’t even get me started on the
vegetarians! Now, don’t get me wrong. I agree with those animal
rights activists 100%. Well 99% to be perfectly honest because I
really do crave an occasional cheese burger. But you see, Judge,
we all tend to overlook one major animal right…dignity. The right
to look good. The right to be fashionable. I mean, think about it.
You see a beautiful woman walking her dog, right? There she is in
her high heels and her expensive jewelry, and what’s the dog got?
A collar if he’s lucky. How degrading is that? You see a wealthy
business man, in a $5000 suit, stroking his cat during a multibillion dollar meeting. Look at the cat. It’s naked! Humiliating.
Animals have feelings, too! Animals deserve the right to feel good
about the way they look. It’s a basic necessity for all of God’s
creatures. All of the inhabitants of this world deserve the same
inalienable right – the right to fashion.

Do

When I finally realized my calling – my very reason for
being, I headed straight for my brother’s albino pit bull, Manly.
After evaluating his personal fashion deficiencies, I decided that I
needed to soften the stereotypical muscle-bound look. I wanted to
awaken Manly’s feminine side. Nothing impresses the females like
a guy who is unafraid of showing his sensitivity, who is
courageous enough to show his vulnerability through fashion.
Lavender hair rinse did the trick. Manly seemed genuinely
touched.
But this was just small potatoes, Your Honorship. I needed
to go for the gold. Why waste my talents on the family dog when
right outside of town…just fifteen miles away…only an hour and a
half by bike…lay the county zoo.
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